Abstract: Linear I/O systems are a fundamental tool in systems theory, and have been used to design complex circuits and control systems in a variety of settings. Here we present a principled design method for implementing arbitrary linear I/O systems with biochemical reactions. This method relies on two levels of abstraction: first, an implementation of linear I/O systems using idealised chemical reactions, and second, an approximate implementation of the ideal chemical reactions with enzyme-free, entropy-driven DNA reactions. The ideal linear dynamics are shown to be closely approximated by the chemical reactions model and the DNA implementation. We illustrate the approach with integration, gain and summation as well as with the ubiquitous robust proportional-integral controller.
Introduction
Synthetic biochemical reaction networks with desired dynamic behaviours are difficult to design because of inherent non-linearities and substantial uncertainties in reaction mechanisms. Yet natural systems abound in which reliable behaviour is obtained from the composition of enormous numbers of molecular subsystems. It seems clear that some kind of design theory for biochemical reaction networks ought to be obtainable.
In engineering, the design of dynamic systems from unreliable or poorly modelled basic components is not a new problem. The field of control systems engineering is focused on the task of designing dynamic I/O systems that interact with and augment the behaviour of unknown or poorly modelled dynamic modules. In this paper, we explore the applicability of a standard design theory, linear I/O systems, to the design of predictable and robust synthetic biochemical systems. Linear I/O systems are present in almost any engineered device, from stereo amplifiers to aircraft autopilots, and can be implemented electronically, mechanically and in software. It has been shown that chemical reaction networks can approximate arbitrary polynomial ordinary differential equations [1] . However, prior work in this area lacked a practical, modular, design methodology for implementing a specified ODE, and did not address the implementation of more abstract I/O systems. In this paper, we show that linear I/O systems can also be implemented with chemical reactions and, in particular, with enzyme-free entropy-driven DNA reactions.
Broadly speaking, there exists two types of synthetic biochemical devices: in vivo and in vitro. A variety of dynamic devices have been constructed in vivo, including toggle switches [2] , oscillators [3, 4] and band pass filters [5, 6] . However, these examples represent one-of-a-kind systems and not general design methodologies for biochemical systems. The absence of predictive models for complex systems designed from modular components suggests synthetic biology in vivo may suffer from a lack of a large library of well-characterised parts. In contrast, systems synthesised from DNA in vitro [7 -10] are becoming substantially more complex and reliable. With DNA, well-understood models of hybridisation and strand displacement are available to design and predict molecular interactions [11 -13] . Recently, it was shown that any physically realistic abstract chemical reaction can be wellapproximated by an appropriately designed DNA stranddisplacement reaction [14] . Furthermore, similar systems have been demonstrated experimentally: DNA and RNA have been used to design a variety of devices including catalysts and amplifiers [9] , logic gates [7] and detectors [15] . This paper is based on and inspired by the above results in designing predictable DNA devices, although in principle other biochemical implementations of linear I/O systems could be constructed. Specifically, we show that any linear I/O system can be built from the composition of three types of reactions, namely catalysis, degradation and annihilation. We then show how to implement these reactions with DNA devices, but of course, any other programmable system of molecules could also be used.
A biomolecular device can be abstracted to an I/O device taking an input signal, such as a time varying concentration of some chemical species, and producing an output signal. The I/O systems abstraction allows for the composition of devices into systems of interacting sub-systems: the output of one device is 'wired' to the input of another.
Formally, an I/O system is specified by an input space, output space, an internal state and a mapping that describes the output signal generated given an input signal and an initial internal state. Often an I/O system corresponds to a modular part of some physical system. In equations, we write an I/O system in state space [16] x = f (x, u)
(1)
where u: R R n is an input signal, y: R R m is an output signal, x: R R p is the internal state of the system and n, m, p [ Z + . Note that signals such as u are functions of time; however, for simplicity we will write u instead of u(t).
I/O systems may be composed in parallel or in series, to obtain a composite I/O system, by combining output signals or by setting the output signal of one system to be the input signal for another system. Composition can be represented graphically in a block diagram by drawing a block for each subsystem and representing the connections with directed edges, as illustrated in Fig. 1a .
Of particular interest are controllers. A controller is an I/O system built around a particular system to be controlled (called the 'plant'). For example, the controller illustrated in Fig. 1a is a proportional-integral (PI) controller built around the plant P (s) with control input u and output y. Often the plant corresponds to a module with unknown or poorly modelled dynamics. The controller is designed to produce an output from the plant that is a desired function of the control input u. Controlled systems can be categorised into open-loop and closed-loop controllers. In an open-loop system the input to the plant does not depend on its output. In a closed-loop system (such as in Fig. 1a ) the input to the plant is a function of its output, involving a comparison between the input to the controller and the output of the plant. Although open-loop systems are generally easier to analyse than closed-loop systems, feedback allows the engineer to design systems that are robust to modelling uncertainty and errors such as exogenous disturbances and retroactivity [17, 18] .
The most well-understood and useful class of I/O systems are those constructed from linear subsystems. The ubiquitous PI control scheme is composed of linear subsystems. Linear systems are trivially composable -the serial composition of two linear systems is again linear, as are the parallel composition and sum. The analysis of a large linear system is no more difficult than the analysis of its smaller components. Furthermore, although the class of linear systems may appear limiting, essentially all physical systems are approximately linear near their desired operating regions. For this reason linear controllers are used to control a large class of non-linear plants.
There are two fundamental representations of linear systems, the state space representation and the frequency space representation. Both representations are useful and complementary in design and analysis. A typical singleinput single-output linear system can be represented in state space byẋ
Where u, y: R R, x [ R n , and A, B, C, D are appropriately sized real matrices. The frequency space representation of this system can be found by taking the Laplace transform of (3) -(4).
The frequency space representation is only defined for linear systems. However, in frequency space, linear systems can be analysed based on their I/O behaviour, abstracting away the internal state x through the transfer function
Two plants may have different state space representations, yet have identical transfer functions. The transfer function reduces composition and comparison of dynamical systems based on their I/O behaviour to simple algebra. The atomic components of linear I/O systems are linear zero-and first-order systems. In particular, signal splitting, integration, gain and summation (see Fig. 2 ) form the basis of all linear systems. To apply the results of linear systems to synthetic biology, our task is to implement these basic primitives and describe how they can be physically composed to obtain any arbitrary linear system.
Results
We show how to realise linear I/O systems at two levels of abstraction. First, we describe an intermediate representation that uses simple, idealised chemical reactions. This level of abstraction requires that we instantiate the notions of a signal and of integration, gain and summation blocks. Second, we describe an implementation of the intermediate representation in which the ideal chemical reactions are approximated by enzyme-free DNA devices. The DNA implementation is one of many possible implementations that are suggested by the form of the intermediate representation. For example, one might also imagine implementations with transcriptional switches [8] or MAPK cascades [19] [20] [21] , to name a couple of possibilities. Throughout this paper we use the PI controller [16] illustrated in Fig. 1a both as a design objective and as a running example. It should be clear, however, that our approach allows for the implementation of any finite dimensional linear system with chemical reactions and with DNA devices.
Signals represented as chemical concentrations
A natural representation of a signal within a block diagram might be via the time-varying concentration of a particular chemical species. However, concentrations can only be nonnegative, whereas signals in arbitrary linear systems take on positive and negative values. Therefore we represent a signal u by the difference in concentration between two particular chemical species. Specifically, for each signal u we introduce the chemical species u + and u 2 .
Remark 1:
We have overloaded the symbols u + and u 2 so that they represent both time varying concentrations and the names of a particular chemical species. It should be clear from the context which usage is intended.
The species u + and u 2 are referred to as the positive and negative components of the signal u, respectively, and the actual value of u equals the difference between its components
One implication of this scheme is that no signal value has a unique representation. For example, u + ¼ 100 M and u 2 ¼ 100 M represents the same signal value as u + ¼ 0 M and u 2 ¼ 1 M. We refer to the unique representation of u where u + ¼ 0 M or u 2 ¼ 0 M as the minimal representation of u. Forcing signals to be represented minimally would be more efficient in an actual implementation of this scheme. To accomplish this forcing, the implementations below include reactions in which the positive and negative components of a signal annihilate each other, as in (11) .
To allow for blocks to be 'wired' arbitrarily, it should be that a block has no retroactive effect on its input signals [17] . For example, in electrical implementations of I/O systems, we require that devices draw almost no current from their input signal sources, so that the meaning of a signal is not changed by the devices using it. One way to satisfy this notion is to require that signals act as catalysts for the reactions implementing blocks to which they are wired. In the sequel we show how integration, gain and summation blocks can be approximated using a minimal set of reaction types: catalysis, degradation and annihilation reactions, given in (9), (10), (11), respectively.
Integration
An integration block takes as input a signal u(t) and produces the output signal y(t) = t 0 u(t) dt + y(0) with t [ R. The transfer function of an integration block is 1/s, as shown in Fig. 2 . A chemical reaction network that implements this block is as follows Where a, g, h [ R + . The block consists of two catalysis reactions (12) and an annihilation reaction (13 
Note that the bimolecular annihilation reaction drives the concentration of chemical species y + and y 2 towards the minimal representation of the signal y, and causes the dynamics of y + and y 2 to be non-linear. However, the signal dynamics, y ¼ y
, remain linear owing to the symmetry betweenẏ + andẏ − .
Gain and summation
Gain and summation blocks produce output signals that are linear combinations of their inputs. A gain block takes as input a single signal u(t) and produces the output signal
, and produces the output signal y(t) = S 
Where
. . , n}. In the special case n ¼ 1, this chemical representation approximates the gain block in Fig. 2 for k ≥ 0. For n . 1 this chemical representation approximates the summation block in Fig. 2 . The chemical reaction network consists of 2n catalysis reactions (18) , two degradation reactions (19) and one annihilation reaction (20) . The chemical reaction network gives us the following mass action equationṡ
For a constant inputs u i , the steady state value of y is lim t 1
The chemical representation can be extended to allow negative multiplicative weights. For k i , 0, the catalysis reactions (18) are replaced with
As before, the annihilation reaction drives the concentration of chemical species y + and y 2 towards a minimal representation of the signal y without affecting the dynamics of the signal y. Equation (17) shows that in the chemical implementation of integration, the output signal y is the integral of au. This results in the transfer function
To produce the integration dynamics described in Fig. 2 , we can set the rate a ¼ 1 or compose this system in series with a chemical implementation of gain where k ¼ a
21
. The equivalent dynamics of the chemical representation where a ¼ 1 and an integration block are illustrated in Fig. 3a .
The transfer functions for the chemical representations of gain and summation are computed from (24)
The result is a first-order stable linear system. Shown in Figs. 3b and c, the chemical representation tracks the behaviour of the gain block (n ¼ 1) illustrated in Fig. 2 and weighted summation (n . 1) with zero steady-state error for step input signal u(t) and square wave input signals u 1 (t) and u 2 (t). Increasing g the I/O behaviour of this system can be made arbitrarily close to the I/O behaviour of a weighted summation
To produce the summation dynamics described in Fig. 2 , set k i ¼ 1 for i ¼ 1, . . . , n. A similar result follows for the negative weight extension where reactions (18) are replaced with reactions (26) for some set i [ I # {1, . . . , n}. Because any finite dimensional linear system can be decomposed into integration, gain and summation blocks the chemical reaction representation of linear I/O systems can be used to approximate any finite dimensional linear I/O system. It follows directly that as g goes to infinity, the transfer function of an implemented chemical system approaches that of the ideal specification.
Theorem 1: All finite-dimensional continuous time linear systems can be approximated with catalysis and degradation reactions.
Two details of the ideal chemical reaction model may be particularly concerning when implementing with biomolecules: first, the rate g will be physically constrained to some (very large) finite value. Second, it may be impossible to precisely match reaction rates between chemical reactions as specified, for example, by the reaction pairs (18) and (19) . In simulation, realistic values of g can produce a time-response close to the specified system for step inputs, as illustrated in Figs. 1c and 3 for integration, gain and summation components as well as the more complicated PI controller. If reaction rates involving positive and negative components do not match, then for fast annihilation reaction rates, h, the signal dynamics of the resulting system can be shown to be close to those of a related linear switch system. Details are discussed in the SI Text.
Optimising the chemical representation
The approximation of a linear system by a chemical reaction network can be made arbitrarily good by tuning the rate parameter g. However, as mentioned, in practice it is not possible to assign arbitrary values to g. A time response closer to the ideal system may be obtained by exploiting other parameters and decreasing the order of the chemical reaction model. For example, a gain composed with an integrator as illustrated in Fig. 4a is a first-order system. The unoptimised chemical representation (Fig. 4b) is a second-order system, however this system can be implemented precisely using an optimised first-order weighted integration reaction (Fig. 4c) . Illustrated in Fig. 4d , given a step input, the unoptimised representation of this system results in steady-state error (which decreases as g increases), while the optimised representation replicates the dynamics of the ideal I/O system exactly.
In general two other optimisations can be made in the chemical representation: First, the weighted summation of n signals may be approximated by the second-order representation of n summation and gain reaction sets, or a first-order weighted summation reaction network. Second, the weighted or unweighted summation of n integrated signals may be approximated by second or third-order representation of integration composed with gain (in the weighted case) and summation reaction sets, or implemented precisely by n weighted integration reaction sets, all of which share the same output species. In addition to reducing the overall order and output error of the approximation, these optimisations minimise the total number of species needed to implement a linear I/O system with catalysis, degradation and annihilation reactions. We take advantage of these optimisations in the following example.
Example 1: chemical representation of a PI controller
To illustrate our method, we construct the PI controller shown in Fig. 1a . The PI controller is an example of a closed loop linear system designed to drive the output of the plant P to a desired set point u. The key feature of the PI controller is 
(t).
The chemical reaction representation produces the correct steady-state output. As with integration, the DNA model closely follows the ideal chemical reaction trajectory, but drifts as fuel species are consumed c Summation block: The linear block model follows the trajectory y(t) ¼ u 1 (t) + u 2 (t). Given inputs u 1 and u 2 the output should consist of four monotonically decreasing steps. The chemical reaction representation follows each step in steady-state. As before, the DNA model drifts from the ideal chemical reaction representation as fuel species are consumed For each system the input u 1 is a square wave that it tracks any step input u with zero steady-state error for a large class of plants. Such a device could be useful, for example, in regulating a fuel species driving a variety of downstream devices. Suppose the plant P is realised by leaky expression and chemical devices that produce and consume the signal species x + 5 according to the reactions
As derived in the SI Text, the effect of (29) -(30) can be modelled as the plant P(s) ¼ (1 + d 2 ) 21 . Note that d 1 does not appear in this expression as a result of the symmetric effect (29) has on molecular species x Fig. 1a consists of signals u, y, x 1 , . . . , x 5 , x 6 where u is the input signal and y ¼ x 6 is the output signal. Using optimisations from the prequel, we approximate the PI controller using species u + , x (31)
As shown in the SI Text, and demonstrated in Fig. 1 , this controller produces the stable output lim t 1 y(t) ¼ u(t) for any step input u(t) when d 1 , d 2 [ R + . Additionally, as g 1, the transient dynamics of the chemical controller approach those of the ideal PI controller.
DNA implementation
The ideal chemical reactions representation of arbitrary linear systems is a useful template which can be used to guide the implementation of arbitrary linear systems in physical substrates.
Choosing a particular biomolecular implementation forces us to consider physical constraints such as limited supplies of energy-storing fuel molecules and finite maximum reaction rates.
In enzyme-free DNA reactions, energy can be stored in metastable DNA molecules [7, 9, 10, 22] . Chemical reactions are driven by the transformation of metastable fuel into non-reactive waste products, and the reaction pathways are programmed through the sequence of nucleic acids and the availability of single-stranded binding sites, or 'toeholds'. Toehold-mediated branch migration and strand displacement reactions are quantitatively well-understood [11 -13] , and many complex devices have been constructed around this design principle [7 -10] . Recently it was shown that a DNA-based schema built on these design principles may approximate a large class of unimolecular and bimolecular chemical reactions [14] . Here we illustrate and simulate a DNA-based implementation of catalysis, degradation and annihilation (Fig. 6) , as well as the PI controller introduced in Example 1, implemented using the schema of Soloveichik et al. Details of the implementation, simulations and conditions under which the implementation may be considered valid are given in the SI Text. Following the notation from Soloveichik et al. [14] , in this implementation of chemical reaction primitives for linear I/O systems we set q max to be the maximum strand displacement rate and assume q 1 ≪ q max . All reactions are entropy-driven with potential energy stored in fuel species G i , T i , L i , B i , LS i and BS i . Fuel species are assumed to appear in initial concentration C max . Numbers label domains, which are unique sequences of nucleotides. In this parameterising scheme, two labelled domains are complementary if and only if their labels are x and x * , respectively. Of note is the domain 1 * q , which denotes a subsequence of the domain 1 * with length tuned to the reaction rate q i .
Signal molecules in a given linear system correspond to single stranded DNA made uniquely addressable via a sequence of three domains on the 5 ′ end. Signal molecules catalyse the degradation of fuel species into non-interacting waste molecules. As with any entropy-driven system the trivial steady-state occurs where the fuel species have degraded into non-reactive waste. However, in order to approximate the ideal chemical reactions, we limit our interest to the regime where the concentration of fuel species is much greater than the concentration of signal molecules. As shown in Fig. 6 , the dynamics of the DNA system approach those of the ideal chemical reaction as C max increases. Fig. 6a illustrates the production of signal molecule y and degradation of fuels G i and T i catalysed by the signal molecule u. For large C max the concentration y(t) is approximately the integral of the concentration u(t). Fig. 6b shows the degradation of fuel species G i driven by the presence of signal molecule u. Again, for large C max the concentration trajectory u(t) is approximately exponential decay. Lastly, Fig. 6c shows the degradation of fuel species L i and LS i driven by the presence of both u + and u degrades into waste through its interaction with the intermediate species that sequestered u + . Since it is the slow dynamics that approximate the ideal annihilation reaction, the initial concentration of u + and u 2 must be scaled to attenuate for sequestering effect of the fast dynamics. That is, the initial concentration of all unregulated signal molecules must be scaled by a factor of two in order to approximate the ideal chemical reaction network. Again, the approximation of ideal annihilation improves for large C max . Simulations of integration, gain and summation blocks scaled to realistic parameters are given in Fig. 3 . Details of the implementation and simulations are given in the SI Text.
Example 2: DNA PI controller
Utilising the DNA implementation of catalysis, degradation and annihilation, we again simulate a realisation of the PI controller illustrated in Fig. 1a . As with the ideal chemical reaction representation, the plant P is realised by the chemical reactions (29) Although we have explored in some depth an implementation of linear I/O systems using DNA, one could imagine an implementation of these reactions using a variety of different substrates: gene regulatory networks, MAPK cascades or some combination of these systems [4 -6, 19-21] . The DNA implementation provides a specific avenue for composing existing DNA devices, and case study with which to examine experimental considerations such as finite chemical concentrations, realistic reaction rates, unmodelled chemical reactions and data collection. We are currently working on an experimental implementation of the ideas in this paper using DNA, and plan to report on this effort soon.
The results here are representative of a new focus on abstraction in chemical systems. In building a design theory for chemistry, chemical reactions networks are usually the most natural intermediate representation -the middle of the 'hourglass' [23] . Many different high level languages and formalisms have been and can likely be compiled to chemical reactions, and chemical reactions themselves (as an abstract specification) can be implemented with a variety of low level molecular mechanisms.
